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Table Setting FOR L.V.C.P
I lay with the broken table
(The one without the legs)
-Like a lover
Death has been here too.
We sit
Kissed by the butter light of another
Full-ish
Yellow moon.
Innocence lost,
but sweeter smiles (fight through)
-growing like sprouted seeds
Tonight I sit with you
Although past attempts to conjure
Have came and gone and failed
In my dreams deaf calls cry out
-empty
blow the wild gails
I stir the boiling liquid
I pour a cup for you
Shadows prance in rhythm
against the night lit walls
Death comes and peers over shoulders
Peace- as the wooden spoon stirs
Red hot pasole spits
Bubbles
Fumes
And laughs
The table is set,
Set for two
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“It seems to me that our three basic needs, for food and security and love, are so mixed and
mingled and entwined that we cannot straightly think of one without the others. So it happens
that when I write of hunger, I am really writing about love and the hunger for it, and warmth and
the love of it and the hunger for it… and then the warmth and richness and fine reality of hunger
satisfied… and it is all one.”
― M.F.K. Fisher, The Art of Eating Table of Contents
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Abstract
Through reimagining the radical emotional, psychological, political, poetic, and story
telling power of food, I use the theater of life to set the stage of the table. Conjuring discussion
with Chronos and Kairos, the meal is placed within the liminal; where all bodies are
simultaneously present and absent. The painting is as much about life as they are about death.
Investigating contemporary life and myth making, I explore the mapping of culture through the
objects we consume. I view the tablescape as a place of narrative portraiture. Sometimes the
table acts as a shrine, other times a commons or a stage. Intrinsic to this body of work are Jane
Bennet’s Vibrant Matter: Political Ecology of Things , Manny Farber and Helen Molesworth
Termite Art, and lastly Joseph Campbell’s works within cross cultural anthropology and
mythology. Maximalist, feminist, and unapologetically colorful and boisterous A Slice of Life:
Theater of the Dinner Table for it all.
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Introduction
Raised in the kitchen by a grandmother, my experience of identity has always been
deeply entrenched in and interpolated by the sharing of meals, acts in the kitchen, and the theater
of the dinner table. Memories of hot crunchy golden latkes and my hand-churned applesauce mix
with sacred pilgrimages to Chinatown on the hunt for the best shrimp har-gow. The smells of
home still stain my mind, even when that place exists only in my memories. My entire family
history is one that I can still taste. This is why I cook. This is why I paint. Through my thesis, A
Slice of Life, I examine the table scape as a field of affect, creating forces acting as story teller
and portrait. Unpacking identity and portraiture through the objects one consumes, my research
focuses on the historical link between food and paint, in conjunction with my own personal
familial relationship- memory, ritual, tradition and selfhood.
Feminist, maximalist, and unapologetically colorful, I navigate the collective
unconscious, the human spirit, and personal memoir through paint. Synthesizing contemporary
life through the sacred and profane, these works shape-shift sometimes revealing themselves as
satirical images of advertising, and sometimes as intimate table memento-moris. Furthermore, I
am interested in unpacking the roles we play and the masks we wear. Acting as an artistanthropologist armed with a visual vocabulary, my work spans across materials, from actual food
and performance, to traditional canvas paintings and large-scale, wooden-door, table-scape
paintings.
Foundational to the context of my paintings and research is Jane Bennett’s Vibrant
Matter: A Political Ecology of Things. Here, I expand upon her ideology of “vibrant matter”
through the material means of paint and food. Additionally, Donna Harraway’s concept of
“open-circuit-identity” found in her Cyborg Manifesto, informs my focus on the relationship
between body, object, gender, narrative, affect, and intimate relationships with inanimate objects.
I examine the Symbolic through the works of Pierre Bonnard, Paul Gauguin, and the other Nabis.
I am unpacking The Social and the social cultural dynamics displayed within Toulouse Lautrec’s
and Nicole Eisenman’s use of the table, the beer garden, and the cabaret. I chew on the principles
and paintings of “Termite Art” through Manny Farber and Helen Molesworth. I also focus my
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attention on the written works of MFK Fisher, Allen Ginsburg, and Roland Barthes. Looking at
the role food has played in the history of feminism and the legacies of those who came before
me, such as Natalia LL, Judy Chicago, Carolee Sherman, the Maximalists, and artists of the
Pattern and Decoration Movement; I glean objects and relics to fill my tables.
Lastly, I investigate American identity and its relationship to consumption and food
through Adam Curtis’ Century of the Self, and the works of pop artists such as Tom Wesselmann,
Wayne Thiebaud, Claes Oldenburg, and Marisol. By reimagining the story-telling power of food
and the tablescape, I hope to set the scene through paint. I am interested in the social
performativity displayed around the table as a commons, and the invitation of the viewer as guest
and participant. We all must eat. We all have stories and memories that take place around the
ritual of The Meal. Throughout this thesis, I hope to dive into the depths of the individual
experience and the collective, regurgitating memories of those lost, those found, and all that fills
the space in between. Invested in the dramas of the human spirit playing out around the
primordial fire, with food and drink at hand, together or alone, the table is the stage for it all.
Ritual, tradition, identity, story, culture, magic and meaning; through this Slice of Life, tonight
We Dine Together.
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Dried Flowers: Dama De La Noche
10x8
Acrylic annd Polycolor on Canvas
May 1st, 2020
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How this Book is Constructed
Everything I shall share flows from a singular principle of belief: Art is not to be a
thing reducible to its material means- nor one that can be perfectly fit within the confines of a
stanza, a chapter, or a book. It is inseparable from life and is in fact a way of being, seeing, and
understanding the world; gestalt in its own right.
This results in the fact that conscious or often unconscious all material possesses
creative potential for transmutation, but also already holds the seed for all possibility- its Vibrant
Matter- cosmic, psychic, emotional, mythological, narrative, sacred, profane, and otherwise; if
only we take the time to see it. To unearth from the tilled ground of the psyche- the seeds of
inspiration; blown by William Blake’s Wind, resting in the “Nectar of Nowness'' that Maya
Angelous’s words rinse over like water- quench the dried earth. Sprouting at a time of turmoil- in
spite of it all. This is my fight with brush and spoon…
As Roland Barthes says, “we are staging with utterances.” These paintings are the
utterances of the theater of life and the stage of the table. A site for conjuring discussion with
Chronos and Kairos- a liminal meal where all bodies simultaneously present and absent- is as
much about life as they are about death. A place where vibrant matter speaks if only we begin to
listen; here and now, a wrinkle in the patterned cloth of culture, where the wind blows and the
night growls with the sounds of silence.
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Americana Still, Faith in a Weed (Lilith), 2020
Size: 24x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 05/07/2020
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Speaking in Tongues
For me, art is not only that of material means, a means of dialoging and creating
meanings mined from both the inner and outer worlds, but that of a way of being. In the kitchen,
as in the studio, it is a way of experiencing. Painting, like cooking is not a choice. It is my natural
tongue. Madness seeps, radiating off my being if I go more than a few days without either. Just
as, “the map is not the territory”, neither is the end greater than its beginning. It is not about the
relic of, but the gestalt contained within it. It is a ritual. I wash the baby watercress, different
from those I used to pick in the back mountains of my California home, soon to be paired with
thin sliced scallops, local from the frigid New England sea, destined to play delicately with
lemon-zest cream.
It is about ritual- of color and face. It is about hunger for love and connection and the
divine relationship of all these materials- emotional, psychological, physical and otherwise.
Psychic trances shift material through the alchemy of flame and brush.
I have always felt this is my natural way, speaking in tongues. Never trusting the written
word. Like driving pins into the wings of a moving butterfly-puncturing the beating, flapping,
brilliance, a tiny speck of blood- until it sits still, and then trapped behind glass, to be “observed”
instead of felt and experienced. Watching as viewers regurgitate predigested “assigned
meanings” quickly continuing on their way. Maybe a drive thru next?
I want more than this from these fertile spaces. Incubation, preparation, open eyes- darting
around- witnessing it all, open to it all, ready to glean the dying fruits. Ready to transmute the
frothy, pinkish foam into treasured sweets. These paintings sit like canned jars, filled with the
fruits of daily life. Vines that once climbed all around us, still lives, yet there is nothing still
about them- all with the ineffable wiggle. I fight for this truth. Armed like the Nabis or the young
chef.
If you ask any chef over an ice could beer, if they remember their first culinary baptism
into the faith of food, usually the answer begins in one’s childhood kitchen. Large blue and white
handmade bowls filled with overloaded portions of Puttanesca or Meat Ball delight. A
grandmother, or mother, or father’s hands fry baby’s first latkas, chile relleno, or country mutton
stew. The taste is of love felt. A flash of fervent life lights within. Sparking openness to
imagination, the power of creation, and the transformation of humble materials. This is the place
where worlds meet and we dance about the open flame, speaking in tongues.
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Always hunting to fill the hunger for its absence, like a love lost, a longing for the people
passed. But the taste of their image, the smell of their memory always returns burning, cooling
on the kitchen table, to be tasted and experienced, once more.
Quinacridone Magenta, is not just a color nor is a Fuji just an apple. All heavier, exists inThe IS of the objects- their generosity, their essences, their interior worlds.
The perfection of an egg, an oyster- the most intimate closed micro cosmos; the interaction of
vermillion or salt. To take off one's outer mask, perfection is what lies underneath, not in what or
who one is supposed to be.
Philip Guston once wrote, “Where is what we feel?... Where are the wooden floors- the
light bulbs, the cigarette smoke? Where are the brick walls? Where is America? (234 Night
Studio). I too am on this hunt. A road less traveled, who is this America? What fills her stomach?
I ask these questions through paint.
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Americana Still,Vernal Equinox, 2020
Size: 24x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 04/06/2020
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Painting at a Rolling Boil: From Obversion to
Subversion in Narrative Portrait Painting
Today I gave an artist talk. It was the first time I had a chance to gain real perspective on the arc
of creation that has led to the works I present here today. The first painting I showed represented
two women seated at a table. I painted it in 2013, from an old photograph which was passed
down from my mother to me. The two women are my mother as a child, seated, sharing a meal
with her grandmother. This was the first series of serious paintings I would make. As my
dedication to the medium continued, and time passed, my works became less about family and
food and moved to a more overtly political arena.
I created a series of paintings and installations titled “Hunting Season”. I dressed in a
handmade camouflage “hunting coat” and created an installation of walls filled with narrative
paintings and flat carved wooden sculptures. I was inspired by a phrase I had overheard between
two young men one Saturday night, “the girls are looking hot tonight” one boy said to another,
“Yeah, I am definitely going hunting this weekend”, the other responded. I was both taken aback
and not. I was more interested in how and why gender relationships could afford speaking about
other’s bodies as prey. Through narrative portraits, I explored the contemporary state of
relationships capitalizing on satire and humorous scenes of women “hunting”. Mid-sized acrylic
paintings were filled with female bodies, lounging at the beach, eating hotdogs while taking
breaks from their “hunt,” or groups of women stalking men in gallery spaces with nets. I wanted
to comment on the social dynamics of gender and relationship, while poking fun at tropes of
femininity, highlighting the glass cages we are kept within..
My next body of work, “Midnight Snack,” would span the next two years. Large frontal
portraits of naked male bodies, (each person I was close with) surrounded by loud, colorful,
intimate spaces, all eating snacks would fill canvases and yupo paper. I re-examined the femalegaze on the male body, asking for meaning derived from the art historical dynamic switch.
Deeply inspired by the works and words of Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Linda Nochlin, and
Griselda Pollock I was eager to engage in new dialogues of representation of the politics of the
gaze and the history of the objectification of the female body.
Around this time, I found myself living and working in Buenos Aires, Argentina. There I
had my first solo show and presented “Table Games/Juego de Mesa”. This was a series of works
exploring my time and experience living and working in Argentina. “Meat at Midnight” was the
largest piece, carving into a piece of wood, standing it on cans of beans. The painting is a large
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narrative table scene, filled with the artists and foods I had become intimate with during my time
in Argentina.
Shortly after returning to California, I experienced my third case of assault. Happening
right before attending Rhode Island School of Design in the fall, I came into the program. I was
haunted by a recurring figure- the shadow man. I was determined to unpack the role culture at
large has had on incidents like this one. With this in mind, I started my series Power/Play.
Investigating the history of the West’s depiction of violence against female bodies, this series
took me all the way to Rome in the summer of 2019. I filled walls with images inspired by
vintage advertising, and Roman myths. I created my own “alter-egos” in hopes of calling for
protection and actively tuning into the sacred and profane. I created monumental standing female
goddess dressed in shamanic coats made of camouflage tarps, armed with faux sausages made of
stuffed pantyhose.
Painting within the context of academia has led to a climactic act of hurt, anger, renewal,
and growth within my studio. As my time here at RISD comes to an end, I find myself now
seated in a deeper place. A turning point for me came with the culmination of my last series
Persephone’s Garden, Picnic in the Thistles. This diptych protected by standing female
goddesses and a garden of steel thistles, became my new opening, a threshold of resilience. The
piece, filled with fellow survivors, documented friendship, resilience and the importance of
community set around a meal.
Today as the Corona Pandemic continues, having left my Fletcher studio for one at home,
my relationship to my tables has shifted. Staring at large rich scenes lush with global delights
and rich histories of exploration my heart rushes. Blood fills my cheeks. Beat. Pivot. I find
myself entrenched in escapism. The space is one of memory and travel, gasping for air as the
claustrophobia of sheltering in place continues. My heart beats louder now, all of a sudden freer
then before. Shocked by the gravity of these tables, I am humbled. Creating active dialogs with
artistic heroes and shrines for memories of meals once shared before social distancing and self
isolation, and leftovers. My heart beats louder now, rhythmically. No human bodies pictured,
only traces of beginnings. Indexed in fallen glasses, spilled wine; all in the act of consecration.
Animal life has also begun to creep back in too. Our world has shifted, permanently, with
changes we cannot begin to fully grasp- but we still must eat if we are to survive. This time has
taught us the emotional importance of what it takes for a sustaining life; not only in the act of
feeding but in the act of creating, nurturing, cooking. This is the place where the fire of life is
depicted through food.
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Meat at Midnight, A Seat at the Table Triptic
74inx118in
Acrylic Painter and woodcarving mixed media on wood
panels with cans
2018
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Persephone’s Garden Install Shot
Fall 2019
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Dining with Hecate
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 1/19/2020
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Recipe for a
TableScape
As in any recipe, mine begins
with a hunger. A low growl
radiates from my belly; a
hunger to connect, to
dialogue, to question, to
investigate the
phenomenological, the
historical, and the mystical.
These longings take shape in
many different mediums.
Sometimes lingual, like
utterances caught in the tide;
solid words or phrases filling
old copies of Joseph
Campbell or Carl Jung are
gleaned to begin the mythmaking process that begins
the “setting”. Sometimes the
growl takes the form of
absences- or longings.
Sometimes I find myself
inviting deities or heroines to be honored with a feast. Combing through ancient myths, coaxing
out deities’ gifts with plates filled with fresh sea urchins. Hecate, Dionysus, Marisol’s American
Cowboy, are all players of these roles. Appropriating theories from Joseph Campbell’s myth
structure, objects in my paintings exist on layered levels- psychological, sociological,
cosmological, and mythical.
Taking inspiration from meals stuffed with intimate acts of preparation and shared
experiences, the ritual of the market or photos from my travels around the world act as fodder for
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narrative flames. Other times it starts with a love, once shared over a bottle of cheap Italian red
wine and a can of oily sardines.
Investigating the object identities of things, all with their own histories, each item plays
their part in the dramas of the theater of the dinner table. Object actors’ roles expand from
symbolic to metaphoric, playing upon cultural associations and histories forming their own
theater troops. Objects act out dramas and narratives lit by candle. I am aware of their loaded
histories, artistic and otherwise- where a Coca-Cola bottle in Tom Wesselmann’s Still life series
is understood not simply as a coca cola bottle, but instead an icon of American identity. Or like
Morandi, a custard cup is not simply a cup- it is holding space as Madonna and Child. My work
is not only about the reality of the still life or the things painted but about the specificity of life
and its cosmology. Mapping the movement of culture through histories of spices, wax candles, or
fine white china bowls. I think of the tablescape as a place of narrative portraiture, sometimes a
sort of shrine, sometimes a stage. Sometimes a commons, sometimes as a place for formal
or historical political acts of agency. Sometimes, I simply wish to capture the essence of a person
through the objects they consume or surround themselves with.
Each painting continues from the one before, like dishes leaving the kitchen hot, held by
white walls standing tall like headwaiters. The dishes themselves complement intensive research
with the messy stuff of everyday life. The detritus of consumption, of romanticism and of old
jazz or poetry. Bottles of Lillet, or cans of Ranch Style Beans sit amongst California wildflowers,
all frozen in paint- all in themselves microcosms of identity, culture, and place.
Lately, I have been in direct communion, “ritual unions” with characters from my artistic family
tree, exploring ideas of synthetic cubism with Picasso and Matisse. Reoccurring motifs, colors,
rituals, and patterns of Pierre Bonnard, Gauguin, and their fellow Nabis, are infused into my
palette.
Unbound from linear narrative or representation, the table tops and still lives follow in
the footsteps of Bonnard’s dreamscape interiors and landscapes. Liberties are taken in color
choices, defying the visual logic of shadow and form, strictly bound to the here and the now.
Instead, I am interested in the “isness” of the object, in the harmony struck through color, light,
and form to create meaning.
But to begin setting, we first need the table.
Enter the Door as Table.
The door
The most obvious aspect of the door is that it acts as a barrier or portal from one space to
another. There is not a day that goes by that one does not physically relate to a door. Even in a
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time of Corona Virus when cleaning the door and handle has become a multi-daily ritual, we all
come to share this kinesthetic knowledge.
The doorway acts as a guardian: a protector keeping the interior safe and within, and
what lies outside, out. In the West, the ability to open doors, close doors, lock doors, or slam
doors all have their own emotional and kinesthetic cadences. Angsty teen movies often portray
the hero and heroine slamming a door as a sign of anger or freedom. Coming of age rituals in the
West often include the ability to lock one’s own door- finally one has a “room of one's own”. We
all know how important that is, thank you Virginia Wolfe.
A door can be just a door, a material barrier typically about 30 x 80 inches. Usually a
door has a handle, and is made of wood, stone, glass or even reeds. When walking the streets of
Rome or Kyoto, tourists will find most doorways are adorned. Sometimes bamboo is tied with a
red piece of fabric hanging above shoji screens, and sometimes gargoyles or demon faces
surround its threshold. Since before the 13th century, the threshold of the doorway has been a
place that holds interactions between the sacred and profane, with mythical gatekeepers all the
time watching over. Even now in the 21st century, I am reminded during Passover, how even
today we celebrate the gateway between the dangers of outside, and a protector of the heart of
the home. The door’s rich symbolic and metaphoric histories are filled with referents such as The
Virgin Mary as the symbolic Christian personification of the “Holy-Gateway”. Even Aldous
Huxley wrote a book entitled, “The Doors of Perception, Heaven and Hell,” describing the door
as a symbol for the, “opening from everyday consciousness to the transcendent- through ecstatic
states.” This is why I choose the door.
As I rotate the doors from standing upright to landscape, they remain a portal into the
riches of the unconscious, a bridge to the akashic records, and meeting ground awaiting those
invited to join my feasts.
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The Matrix
The first material to meet the wooden door, on its new parallel plane, is chalk. I create the
first matrix of structure through line work. The door becomes a table as I draw first in white then
moving quickly, I map out the silhouette of the table with primordial, dark-navy, polycolor paint.
This consecrates the new space, delineating the figure/ground, giving me the stage upon which
“the theater” will occur. Creating the boundaries of the surface within the plane of the wooden
door creates a closed space where I have access to both inside and outside space within the
frame. Creating the “border” around the table allows for a metaphoric cushion placed around the
table, highlights its position, not in daily life, but instead within the liminal realm. On this plane,
gravity and perspective are not always fixed or agreed upon. I think a lot about Chagall’s use of
the dreamscape, where gravity’s laws are often broken rhythmically. I consider all the ways in
which our visual perception

“I Wouldn’t Mind Turning Into A Vermillion
Goldfish”- Matisse
Imagination’s Feast, Dining with Matisse

picks up depth cues, through
gestalt principles and how
these can be manipulated.
Flatness and depth are on
equal playing fields. Shadow

colors are not agreed upon within the frame. Direction and perspective shifts, between overhead
angles, to flat surfaces, to trompe l’oeil. Pierre Bonnard’s use of color and shadow tones act as
inspiration. Next I begin to feed my growling stomach, by addressing the narrative. What is the
feeling? For whom is this space set? With whom I beginning this dialog with?
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A few days ago I began a renewed dialogue with Matisse. As I moved through my
archive of travel photos, I stumbled upon an interior shot of Matisse’s home (now museum) in
Nice, France. I have always loved Matisse; his was the first show that I ever cried upon viewing.
The lightness and purity of his paper cuts. The way he created dynamic shapes, which feel as
potent as spring’s new flowers. I decided, while trapped inside our apartment in downtown
Providence, that I would visit him. I turn on Clair De Lune and begin my dialogue through
research and paint. What shall we eat? I thought to myself. I am reminded of an exquisite meal
once shared at the Colombe D’or in Saint Paul De Vence, a place visited many times by Matisse
himself. I settled on a traditional Southern French classic, a peasant fisherman stew of rockfish
and pistu. As I research through Matisse’s paintings, and photos of my own I found, recurring
objects in his still lives. A turquoise blue glass vase, oysters, traditional anise hard candies made
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in Nice. I laid the first “cloth” upon the table in paint. The “cloth” directly inspired by a painting
of the artist himself. Flowers from the south of France, and Rachel Ruysch’s poppies from her
1700s “Flower Still Life” fill the turquoise vase.
Black cats stalk the flames. Candles hold the interior light of the table. These reoccurring
symbols both stand-ins for what they are but also tap back to gnostic rituals, or Nabis dreams.
The spilling of the rich fish broth and the pull of kitten claws act as activators.
Metaphor/ Symbol
Symbol and metaphor only take their fullest form when the engagement with the material
is able to capture the sweet ineffable wiggle that good painting can achieve. As Cezanne once
said, “I will astonish Paris with an apple”. I have noticed over time, as my practice moves from
one series to another, certain recurring motifs enact objects existing on metaphorical or symbolic
grounds. Wine bottles are not only designators of time and place they also act as shamanic,
consciousness-altering objects. Salt is not simply salt, nor are the black cats simply cute cuddly
companions. I find the presence of specific flowers to play important roles- not only mementomori bearers of life or death, but with specific healing abilities which I use for my invisible
guests. Unconscious motifs pop up as I move intuitively between one painted mark and another.
It's about the feeling and experience transmuted by the forms and colors, stories and shadows.
Control and surprise battle as I plan initial compositions then reach intuitively to the marks I
make. I paint with deep passion and rhythm. l I have individual dialogs with each painting as the
process continues. Sometimes we argue- collaborating with the material is always a surprise, a
breath, a harmony.
“Surely, a single bunch of carrots painted naively, just as we personally see it, is worth all
the endless banalities of the Schools, all those dreary pictures concocted out of tobacco juice
according to time-honored formulas?” - Cezanne.
As I build, layering objects, images, texts, and modes of paint handling, I am reminded of
the gravitas of the those who dedicated their lives to these meaningful meals caught in paint. A
place where palates and palettes are interchangeable. A place where the flame burns blue…
Color/ Light/ And the Liminal
“Color directly influences the soul. Color is the keyboard, the eyes are the hammers, the soul is
the piano with many strings. The artist is the hand that plays, touching one key or another
purposively, to cause vibrations in the soul.”- Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Art and
Spiritual.
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Color holds vibration. Color relationships such as the interaction between yellow ochre
and ultramarine blue is reason enough to hold paint. The color of each piece is specific to its
content. Combinations of gleaned palettes and handlings come from extensive investigations into
the world of the old masters, Kerry James Marshall, David Hockney, Wayne Thiebaud, and the
Fauvists. I am deeply affected by the resonance of color, the way it makes me feel, the way my
state of being is altered when the eyes consume the pleasures and pure joy in material form. The
ritual of setting up a palette for each painting is savored, carefully and perfectly assembled like a
meal of french-tarragon, herb-sauce dressing, butter-poached potatoes with smoked salmon. I,
moving clockwise, divide my palette from titanium white, to hansa yellow, to cadmium yellow,
finishing with phthalo-green blue shade instead of black. I never use black from the tube, I find
making my own darkest shade from phthalo-green, blue shade mixed with quinacridone magenta
to be the most savory. Like creating one's own spice mix, the process of mixing color is about
taste, it is a lifelong dedication to understanding color. I think of my paintings color, in regards to
types of paint handlings, as contemporary fusion cuisine. Little bits of Dutch still lifes paired
with contemporary hot-sauce brands and wild flowers inviting the viewer to join the meal and
engaging in learning something more about the human spirit.
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Table/ Politic
In 2017, I moved to the Boedo, a rough neighborhood in the capital city Buenos Aires.
Much of my time was spent traversing the local corner Maxi-Kioscos, meditating over the
diversity of objects and foods hidden within each shelf. Like a seed, each shop was microcosm of
culture, each independently owned and run. Each with their own combination of religious folk
saints and favorite, local ,“football” team’s paraphernalia hanging above cash registers. Piles of
bon-o-bons shared shelves with American brands, with flavors like salt pork, which I had never
seen. Even the Coca-Cola was dressed for the world cup in light blue and white stripes. Here is
where I fell in love with still lives. “Naturaleza Muertas”, or “Dead Nature” as they were called.
I began thinking about portraiture in a new light. How did the objects filling each of these
treasure troves tell a story specific to each corner? What did these stories tell me about those who
inhabited these spaces? Who were these people? And who was I? It made me begin to fervently
question, who was I? What made up the land that I called home? Was she the heirloom corn and
masa? Was she the acorn mash? Was she the Big Mack? Coca-Cola? McDonald’s?
What is the politics of the plate in paint?
Tables act as sociological and psychological sites for unpacking identity and politic. The
relationship between identity politics: gender, class, ethnicity, access, tradition and food all go
back to the beginning of the creation of culture. We all must eat but the act and objects are as
dense and diverse as the foods themselves. Empires were built through wheat, sugar, and slavery.
Long, complex, and violent histories revolve around most objects we can find in our cabinets.
Even this very morning, I woke up to peruse my daily dose of news when a headline
caught my eye; “America’s Meat Shortages Is More Serious Than Your Missing Hamburger”
reported Adam Clark Estes. As the Corona Epidemic continues, the public is becoming more
aware of the realities of food security and access on our plates. The world is shifting, with global
warming changing migration patterns, and ocean temperatures rising causing extinction of many
feeder species. We are sitting at the beginning of the tsunamis’ crest. The industrialization of the
global food system is cracking. The shut down of thousands of meat processing plants is a
symptom of this larger virus that we have created. Living in a time of Corona Virus has exposed
hushed realties. Things must change. WE must change. It”s about MEAT. It”s about Life. It”s
about Survival. It is all Connected. It”s about US.
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The Real McCoy.. Looking Gone Looking
For America
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 03/ 01/2020
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Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: La Colombe D’or
Size: 28x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 03/07/2020
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Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: Night Studio
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 02/23/2020
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Naked in the Kitchen
As I begin tracing my path
backStopping at thresholds crossedRoads rode roundAnd dishes once delighted
overNow only morsels for
memories meals….
I think, “how did I get here?”
Easily my mind drifts to the
following lyrics…
As I look about the walls of
my once white studioMy sacred sanctuaryMy insane asylumMy home for the last two years I begin to see the road…
The scars captured in painted edge, which have lead my practice here now.

Back Home
Like many other children of the 1990s, I spent time between divided households. Unlike
many others, both my parents were artists and followers of Carl Jung. Although technically half
Jewish and half Christian, I was brought up in a household where my mother identified as
Shintoist, and grandmother- A Druid. My father's house was equally unorthodox.
My mother’s house was blue and sat upon a hill overlooking the Pacific Ocean. That is where I
became fluent in the alchemy of material and our house always smelled of exquisite aromas from
the kitchen. .
My father’s house, sat at the foothills of the east-west range of the Los Padres National
Forest. It was shared with myself, my father, my two older half-brothers, and my two-step
brothers at the time. Here I fought my way through at the kitchen table to get a share of whatever
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delights were served. My father, an amazing cook as well, always smelled of brown rice or
another bohemian hippy-approved meal.
But most of my memories of childhood took place between two rooms- my childhood bedroom,
where my mother stored her thousand objects- meant for the purposes of sand-tray play therapyand my grandmother’s kitchen.
My grandmother, typically seen wielding a large sharp French knife, was a frightening
figure to most any stranger. Plumped in her 80s, once a model in New York City, she had a mind
sharper than any stainless steel and knew how to carve anybody down to a carcass if they got on
her bad side.
In addition to her
miraculous knowledge, she had
the ability to cook any cuisinefrom Sichuan to traditional
Italian, to Viennese delights, her
temperament was as hot and fiery
as any Cantonese peppercorn. I
cannot for the life of me
remember a single verbal apology
uttered from those lips. Instead…
we would cook.
We fought?
We cooked.
My mother’s heart was broken?
We cooked.
We had no money and were about to possibly lose our house?
We cooked.
Any death, life, birth, heartbreak anything at all was an occasion for a trip to the tiny Italian
market on De La Guerra Street, where we would get fresh sliced mortadella, or an adventure to
Milpas to the Mexican bodega where we would find the perfect green tomatillo to make handroasted enchilada sauce.
For my grandmother, like myself, and my mother, cooking was not simply an act, a ritual, a
necessity- cooking was a religion, and we were its devotees.
This past January marked the 10th anniversary of my grandmother’s passing.
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I will never forget the months leading up to her death. I was 16 years old, and that fall my
grandmother’s exquisite palate began to fade. Something was terribly wrong. My room faced
hers, two doors which never closed at opposite ends of the hall. Right after Christmas and
Hanukkah celebrations ended my grandmother would be checked into the hospital, never to exit.
We were told it was a blockage in her colon, and with that my grandmother was done. She pulled
out her life-support system, refused medication and passed a few days later.
I will never forget those next few hours of my life. My mother returned from the hospital at 3am,
and I immediately ran to my grandmother’s room. I’m not quite sure what I had hoped to find. I
just wanted her. I needed her to be there. I was hit like a brick wall with the realization that I
would never touch her hands again. I began, not knowing what else to do, examining all of her
objects, hoping that maybe there would be- a figure print, a chance to touch her once more. I
braced myself as the inevitable shock turned to longing. I began to wonder, surrounded by her
world, was it possible to capture her essence before she evaporated? In that instant- that very
moment I started down this journey of art and food. Interested in materials ability to capture,
reproduce, portray the essence of an experience, a memory, a person- lost, but then found again.
This is why I paint. This is why I cook.
This most recent series started the week of the anniversary of my grandmother’s passing. I know
she is with me. Tables lay like shrines. Objects all with their own identities, histories, stories and
knowings, this is the magic I mine in the studio. How do we capture the essence of a time? A
place? A Person? An experience? How do we know ourselves if not through others, inanimate or
alive? At the end of the day, I believe what my grandmother did with the material of the edible
world was life affirming, resilient to all the turmoil, politics, and hardship- she fought with knife
and spoon for the magic and connection built about the kitchen. She created space for those who
did not have one, and fed those with soul. This is what I hope to do with this A Slice of Life. For
me, it is an act of love, an invitation, the secret door to freedom and love.
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TitleThunder Only Happens When Its Raining
Size: 30x80
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 2/15/2020

The Real McCoy.. Looking Gone Looking
For America
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 03/ 01/2020
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Dining with Hecate
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 1/19/2020

Dionysian Drinking Games
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 1/25/2020
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Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: Night Studio
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 02/23/2020

Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: La Colombe D’or
Size: 28x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 03/07/2020
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Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: Chinese New Year 2020
Size: 24x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 2/28/2020

Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: Although We Never Met
Size: 30x80
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 02/09/2020
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Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: “I Wouldn’t Mind Turning Into A Vermillion

Goldfish”- Matisse
Imagination’s Feast, Dining with Matisse
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 04/15/ 2020

Quarantine, April 1- I heard a Fly Buzz
Size: 24x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 04/1/2020
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Theater of the Dinner Table: Dear Grandma (L.V.C.P.)
Size: 30x78
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 1/30/2020

Title: Theater of the Dinner Table: Shelter From the Storm
Size: 30x80
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Wooden Door with Carving
Date: 03/23/2020
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Title: Roman Meat
Size: 38x31
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: Summer 2019
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Naturelza Muerta: Quarantine: Accommodations of Desire
Size: 24x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 4/20/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta: Vernal Equinox
Size: 24x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 04/06/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta: Quarantine Day 8: Bangkok Dreams Washed

Ashore
Size: 24x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 3/24/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta: Americana Still I
Size: 20x16
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2/26/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta: Americana Still II (Faith in a Seed)
Size: 24x20
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2/28/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta: Americana Still III
Size: 24x20
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 03/02/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta: Americana Still IV (What about the Shrimp?!)
Size: 24x20
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 03/03/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta:Quarantine: Slouching Towards Bethlehem
Size: 20x16
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 4/27/2020
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Title: Quarantine Collaboration with Merrick Adams
: Rawr! Went the Spice Monster
Size: 20x16
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date:05/01/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta: Quarantine Day 7: Looking For Our Rocket to Mars
Size: 16x20
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 3/24/2020
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Title: Quarantine Drinks with Diameter
Size: 20x16
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 4/28/2020
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Title: Naturelza Muerta Quarantine: Wild’s Daﬀodils and Vermouth
Size: 20x16
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 4/18/2020
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Title: Americana Still, Faith in a Weed (Lilith), 2020
Size: 24x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 05/07/2020
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Title: Friday Night in Rome
Size: 20x16
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2019
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Title: A Watched Pot Never Boils
Size: 20x16
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2019
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Title: Happy Hour: Natasha at Russ and Daughters
Size: 40x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2019
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Title: Happy Hour: Annalisa I
Size: 40x30
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date 2019
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Title: Happy Hour: Roman Langoustines and Florentine Steaks
Size: 30x40
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2019
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Title: Avi, Fall 2019
Size: 68x40
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2019
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Title: Picnic in the Thistles I
Size: 48x60
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2019
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Title: Picnic in the Thistles 2
Size: 48x60
Medium: Acrylic and Polycolor on Canvas
Date: 2019
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A Toast
This book is dedicated to all those who helped raise me. To all those who believed in me, and to
all those who helped to keep the fire in my belly at a roaring flame. This journey would not have
been the same without you.
Cheers.
Thank you to all those who came before.
Cheers.
To all those who will come after.
Cheers.
And to my family and our tribe.
Cheers.

I love you all.
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